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The Koha community recently incorporated a new Electronic Resource Management module in 

Koha. Starting from version 23.11, the new "eUsage" feature has been introduced within this 

module. This functionality empowers librarians to promptly generate usage statistics reports 

without relying on third-party services from different publishers. Librarians will now have the 

flexibility to produce customized reports at their convenience. The following steps, accompanied 

by examples, are outlined to activate and generate e-resource reports from Koha. It is important to 

note that this feature supports COUNTER 5 Code of Practice compliant reports. 

1. To enable this feature, activate the Electronic Resource Management (ERM) module 

through Koha's global system preferences. This action will activate the ERM module and 

enable the eUsage statistics options. 

 

Figure 1 

2. Select the "New Usage Data Provider" option and input the details as depicted in the 

provided screenshot. The customer ID and API Key can be obtained from your service 

provider, or alternatively, you may verify them through the "Librarians Portal" on the 

publisher's website. Additionally, the service URL is accessible on the publisher's website 

or can be found at https://registry.projectcounter.org/. 
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Figure 2 

 

3. After saving the aforementioned information, you can review all the details, including 

titles, databases, etc., by referring to the figure 3. Access the "import logs" option to 

download the reports. 



 

Figure 3 

4. You are now prepared to execute the report and harvest the data by specifying the start and 

end dates according to your data requirements. Additionally, you may use the "Test" option 

to verify the proper connection with SUSHI before initiating the "Run now" option. 

 

 

Figure 4 

Upon selecting the "Run now" option, the Koha system will commence the data harvesting process, 

and the duration will vary based on the volume of data to be harvested. The harvested data is stored 

within the system, allowing you to generate customized reports as needed at any time figure 5. 



 

Figure 5 

You can review the details of counts, titles, databases, etc., that have been successfully harvested 

in Koha as shown in figure 6.

 

Figure 6 

5. You are now prepared to generate customized usage statistics reports for resources such as 

e-journals, eBooks, databases, etc., by completing the necessary details. It is advisable to 

save the generated report for future reference, enabling you to reproduce it whenever 

necessary. Similarly, various types of customized reports can be created using the 

harvested data for statistical purposes figure 7. 

 



 

Figure 7 

The customized reports may look like figure 8 which can be further downloaded for analysis. 

There is a options for sorting the reports by each columns. 

 

Figure 8 

 



6. To get the updated records of usage statistics Cron may be setup in the crontab as shown 

in figure 9 
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